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Abstract—With the proliferation of mobile devices, research
on image retargeting is becoming ever more important. However,
there is little work on image retargeting quality assessment
despite its importance. In this work, we focus on evaluating
retargeting quality based on line distortion. Generally, image
retargeting results in content loss and shape distortion. Line
segments, which are fundamental image structures, are hence
discarded or distorted in retargeted images. As a result, we
formulate a retargeting quality index consisted of three line
distortion measures: line loss, line artifact and line rotation. To
test its performance, we have validated it on the public dataset
RetargetMe. Experimental results demonstrate that our method
outperforms many existent ones and line distortion is a good
indicator of retargeting quality.
Keywords—Image retargeting, quality assessment, line distortion

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Content-aware image retargeting adjusts images to arbitrary
sizes and preserves salient content. This technique generates
images that can fit display devices of different resolutions and
aspect ratios. In the last decade, many content-aware image
retargeting algorithms have been proposed and they can be categorized into two classes: discrete and continuous approaches.
Discrete methods such as [1], [2] remove (or insert) pixels
or patches under the guidance of importance maps. They
are likely to cause jittering and discontinuities in retargeted
images. In contrast, continuous methods [3]–[5], optimally
determine a pixel-wise mapping from original size to target
size, allowing salient objects to scale uniformly. Retargeted
images by continuous methods may be over-squeezed or overstretched.
Previous works on image retargeting compare the performance only by subjective evaluation on small image sets,
which requires much human labor. Consequently, a systematic
objective quality evaluation of retargeted images is necessary.
In [6], Rubinstein conducted a large scale user study on eight
image retargeting algorithms using a paired comparison approach. This study found that humans generally concur on the
quality of retargeted images and some retargeting methods are
more approving than others. Besides, they also examined if six
computational image distance metrics can predict retargeting
quality, including the bi-directional similarity (BDS) [7], bidirectional warping (BDW) [8], edge histogram (EH) [9],
color layout descriptor (CL) [10], SIFT-flow [11] and earth
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mover’s distance (EMD) [12]. These six metrics do not always
comply with subjective evaluations. In [13]–[15], the author
found that GIST features [16] presents significant performance
gains compared with other shape descriptors. However, its
performance is still not satisfying and a better objective quality
assessment for image retargeting is essential.
Many recent works on retargeting quality assessment have
therefore focused on alignment instead of image distances. In
[17], the authors applied SIFT-flow to align pixels of original
images and retargeted images. They proposed the quality
measure IR-SSIM as a spatial pooling of structural similarity
values between aligned local patches. Similarly, retargeting
quality assessment proposed in [18] evaluated visual quality
in terms of perceptual geometric distortion and information
loss based on image alignment. These methods outperform
computational image distances. However, they only deal with
pixel-level content loss or shape distortion. Image retargeting
also results in severe distortion of structures, which is of more
interest in human perception.
Lines are the basic elements of image structures and textures. Line distortion could hence represent structure distortion
and predict the quality of retargeted images. As illustrated
in Figure 1, there are three different types of line distortion
through retargeting. Some lines are removed from the original
image because of limited space while some new ones are
generated in the retargeted image. However, most lines are
preserved by rotation and translation. This inspires us to
formulate retargeting quality evaluation in terms of lost lines
in original images, artifacts in retargeted images and line
transformation between matched line pairs.
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The image retargeting quality assessment scheme

In this work, we evaluate image retargeting quality based
on line distortion that consists of three factors: line loss, line
artifact and line rotation. These three measures deal with three
goals of retargeting: preserving important content in images,
limiting visual artifacts and reducing shape distortion. The
performance of our proposed scheme is validated on the public dataset RetargetMe [6]. Experimental results demonstrate
promising quality assessment performance of line distortion.
Section II briefly introduces the proposed framework. In section III, we provide the details of the proposed quality measure.
Experimental results are provided in Section IV. We conclude
our work in Section V.
II.

R ETARGETING A SSESSMENT S CHEME

Shape distortion and information loss are two main factors
that worsen retargeting quality. In terms of line segments,
shape distortion appears as warped line segments and artifacts
while information loss leads to removal of line segments.
Therefore we can model retargeting quality by aligning and
comparing line segments in original images and retargeted images. The overall scheme is shown in Figure 2. We preprocess
original images to extract its saliency map and line segments.
Based on the distribution of saliency maps, original images are
classified into two classes: compact and dispersed. The type of
saliency distribution determines the weights for linear fusion
of three quality relevant factors: line loss, line artifacts and
line rotation.
Given a retargeted image, pixel correspondence are estimated by applying SIFT-Flow [11]. The alignment results also
provide an estimation of line segment shifts, which builds
up the correspondence between original and retargeted line
segments. For each pair of aligned segments, we consider its
transformations through retargeting, especially the rotation. In
addition, unpaired line segments in original images contribute
to line loss while unpaired retargeted segments lead to line
artifact. The final quality index is a weighted sum of these
three measures and the weights are dependent on the saliency
distribution type. More details are illustrated in the next

Fig. 3. Different types of saliency distribution: (a) Dispersed; (b) Compact.
The numbers after image names are the r30 values for each image.

section.
III.

R ETARGETING Q UALITY A SSESSMENT

The main novelty of our quality assessment method is that
the quality measures are formulated in terms of line segments.
Therefore, this section concentrates on line segment detection
and the alignment of segments in two images. In addition we
illustrate how to define three quality relevant measures and
obtain the final quality index.
A. Saliency-based Classification
The layout of images differs from each other and impacts
human perception on their quality. In terms of image retargeting, some images are preserved better by introducing shape
distortion and keeping all the content while others should
discard some trivial content and prevent shape distortion.
Therefore, the classification of image layout is essential in
determining the weights of quality relevant terms.
We consider two different layouts, compact and dispersed,
based on the saliency distribution. Compact images consist of
one salient region which covers part of the image. In contrast,
dispersed images contain several important objects across the
whole image. The saliency algorithm we apply is the graphbased visual saliency (GBVS) [19] because of its accuracy
in predicting human gaze fixation. The saliency map takes
values from 0 to 255. The ratio of pixels whose saliency values
are larger than a threshold is a good indicator of saliency
distribution, defined in equation (1):

∑

h(k)
, k = 0, 1, . . . , 255
(1)
N
where h(k) is the number of pixels whose saliency values
equal k and N is the total number of pixels in the image.
Here we set x = 30. If r30 > δ, the image consists of many
salient pixels and is hence dispersed. Otherwise, the image is
compact with few salient objects. The threshold δ is set as 0.60
in our experiments. In Figure 3, some images in the dataset
RetargetMe are shown with their corresponding r30 values,
which predict the saliency distribution accurately.
rx =
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B. Line Extraction and Matching
We extract line segments from both original images and
retargeted images by applying the line segment detector (LSD)
[20]. A line segment is defined as a rectangular image region,
called the line-support region. Inside this region, all pixels
share approximately the same gradient angle. The orientation
of each line segment is the average level-line direction. Therefore, rectangular regions whose pixels share similar gradient
angles are set as the candidate line-support regions. Then
all the candidates are validated whether they are real line
segments. Finally, we can obtain the end points and line width
of each line segment according to its line-support region.
According to Hough transform, a line y = ax + b in the
image space can be transformed to a point (r, θ) in the Hough
space. The angle θ can take value in the range [− π2 , π2 ) while
the distance r can take any value. Although line segments
can be described by their end points and length, we found
that Hough coordinates are more beneficial to aligning line
segments in two images. As a result, for each line segment li ,
we also calculate its Hough coordinate (ri , θi ).
Lines are prone to distortion through retargeting. For
instance, discrete retargeting methods produce discontinuities
and some original lines break apart into several fragments.
Continuous retargeting methods stretch less important regions
and some original lines go through severe rotation. Different
types of distortion result in large variation in the angles θ
of matched line segments. In addition, original images and
retargeted images have different resolutions, leading to huge
difference in the distance r of matched segments. As a result,
comparing the Hough coordinates of original and retargeted
segments can hardly align them correctly. Instead, for each
retargeted segment, we approximate its shifted version in
the original image. The original segment which is of high
similarity with the shifted version is assigned the best match.
To achieve this goal, dense pixel correspondence between
images is built up. The scale invariant feature transform (SIFT)
[21] can achieve robust matching of different scenes. Similar
to optical flow, SIFT-flow algorithm [11] calculates dense
SIFT descriptors for each pixel and matches these descriptors
between images. For each pixel pt in the retargeted image,
we apply SIFT-flow to find its matching pixel po in the
original image. Each segment in the retargeted image has two
end points, whose shift vectors can be estimated by SIFTflow. According to the shift vectors, we shift those retargeted
segments to find their estimated location in the original image.
These shifted versions of retargeted segments can be aligned
with original ones more easily. In Figure 4, we show some

Fig. 4. Shifted versions of lines in the retargeted image. (a) Retargeted images
with line segments; (b) Original images with shifted line segments.

retargeted images with detected line segments. Alongside retargeted images, we show original images covered with shifted
versions of retargeted line segments. As illustrated by the
figure, this approximation of shifted segments is quite accurate
in spite of different image layouts, retargeting methods, and
retargeting ratios.
We denote the set of retargeted segments as Lt , the set
of shifted segments as Ls and the set of original segments as
Lo . Each segment in the retargeted image lt ∈ Lt has two
end points (et1,x , et1,y ) and (et2,x , et2,y ). Its hough coordinate is
(rt , θt ) and its shifted version in the original image is ls ∈ Ls .
Our goal is to find the nearest original segment lo ∈ Lo with
a similar line angle to the shifted segment. This alignment
problem can be formulated by the minimization in (2).

min

lio ∈Lo
|θio −θ s |≤π/12

(θio − θis )2 + (es1,x cos θio + es1,y sin θio − rio )2
+ (es2,x cos θio + es2,y sin θio − rio )2
(2)

where the end points and Hough coordinates for shifted segments and original segments are denoted similarly to those of
retargeted segments. By adding the constraint |θio −θs | ≤ π/12,
the number of match candidates reduces from several hundred

to about fifty for each retargeted segment. This procedure
speeds up the alignment of line segments a lot. After the
alignment, we obtain three sets of lines: set of lost lines Ls ⊂
Lo , whose components are original line segments without a
match in the retargeted image; set of artifact La ⊂ Lt , whose
components are retargeted line segments without a match in the
original image; set of matched lines Lm , whose components
are duos of aligned segments (lo , lt ). The information on these
three sets determines the quality of retargeted images.
C. Quality Measures
Retargeted images suffer from shape distortion and content
loss. In terms of line segments, shape distortion appears as
severe rotation and artifact while content loss causes removal
of segments. Consequently, we define three quality relevant
measures: line loss, line artifact and line rotation. These three
measures deal with the three sets of lines mentioned in the last
section: Ls , La and Lm .
The severity of line distortion varies greatly according to
the length, width and location of line segments. As a result,
an importance measure for line segments is crucial. Here
we combine line area and image saliency to formulate line
importance. For a line segment li in an image, its importance
is defined by equation (3).
w li =

Ali × meanpj ∈LSR(li ) (S(pj ))
maxlk ∈L wlk

(3)

where Ali is the area of the segment’s line-support region,
LSR(li ) is the line-support region of li , pj is any pixel inside
the line-support region of li , S is the saliency map of the image
and L is the set of line segments in the image. All the line
importance values ranges from 0 to 1. Most segments have a
small importance value either because they are too short or
unimportant. Generally, an image has less than five hundred
meaningful lines whose importance values are larger than 0.2.
Consequently, we don’t have to deal with all the segments in
determining retargeting quality. In the three proposed quality
relevant measures, we only consider the most important 200
line segments in original and retargeted images. The details
are given as follows.
Line Loss Our proposed line loss measure focuses on
the amount of original line segments which no longer exist
in retargeted images. An image consists of five hundred to
two thousand line segments. Among them, only one third
are important while the rest are trivial fragments scattered
throughout the image. In retargeted images, these fragments
cannot be detected because most of them are likely to be
squeezed. Considering the loss of these trivial line segments
is hence unnecessary.
Consequently, we only examine original line segments
whose importance values rank among the top 200. They are
the major structures in the original image. Here we denote the
examined set of line segments as Lo200 . The line loss measure
is defined by equation (4). It takes values in the range [0, 100].
∑
Eloss =

li ∈Lo
200 ∩Ls

∑

li ∈Lo
200

wli

wli

× 100

(4)

Because line loss deals with lost line segments in the
original image, the importance wli is dependent on the saliency
map of the original image. Line loss is quite common in
retargeted images and in extreme cases, more than 50% of
important lines are removed.
Line Artifact In contrast to line loss, line artifact recognizes the amount of retargeted segments which are nonexistent in the original image. Generally, most retargeted line
segments have a match in the original image and the amount
of line artifact is relatively small. In most cases where the
target size is close to the original size, there is no artifact at
all. However, when the retargeting ratio is smaller than 0.6,
many line segments may appear as artifact and line artifact
becomes crucial in the evaluation of retargeting quality. In
the extreme case, about 50 line segments in the retargeted
image are generated due to discontinuities or over-squeezing.
Consequently, we examine retargeted line segments whose
importance values rank among the top 200 and check whether
they are non-existent in the original image. We denote the
examined set as Lt200 . Line artifact is defined by equation (5).
∑
Eart =

l ∈Lt200 ∩La

∑i

li ∈Lt200

wli

w li

× 100

(5)

Unlike line loss, the importance wli is calculated based on
the saliency map of the retargeted image. Although it may take
value in the range [0, 100], this measure is 0 in many retargeted
images. However, it can improve the prediction accuracy for
retargeted images by discrete methods or with a rather small
retargeting ratio.
Line Rotation The third measure, line rotation, considers
the transformation of original line segments and deals with
the most line segments. The transformation for many line
segments is generally quite mild. For instance, most original
line segments rotate within 10 degrees and translate to nearby
locations to obtain their retargeted counterparts. However,
retargeted line segments located near severely distorted regions
may suffer from a rotation of 30 to 40 degrees. Therefore, the
rotation of each line segment can predict retargeting quality
and even point out distorted locations. To avoid the impact
of trivial fragments, we only consider matched duos whose
original segments’ importance values rank among the top 200.
The definition of this measure is given in equation (6).
Erot =

∑

wlo (sin2 (θo − θt ) + (1 − cos(θo − θt ))2 ) (6)

(lo ,lt )∈Lm
lo ∈Lo
200

Here the importance wlo depends on the saliency map of
the original image. Line rotation takes value from 0 to 200.
The extreme case takes place when all the line segments have
rotated 90 degrees, which is impossible in the scenario of
image retargeting. In most cases, this measure is smaller than
20. Among these three measures, line rotation is the most
correlated one with the subjective results because it represents
shape distortion quite well.
Overall Quality Index The overall quality index is the
weighted sum of three quality measures as shown in equation
(7).
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Quality prediction on the image set ‘DKNYgirl’
TABLE I.

Q = wloss × Eloss + wart × Eart + wrot × Erot

(7)

The weights wloss , wart and wrot add up to 1 and are
related to the image layout.
IV.

E XPERIMENT R ESULTS

We validated the quality assessment algorithm on the
benchmark dataset RetargetMe. The dataset consists of 37
analysis images and each image is retargeted using 8 different
methods. The subjective analysis on this dataset follows the
linked-paired comparison design. Each retargeted pair in the
same image set is compared by the same number of times
and the preferred one is recorded. The subjective score si
of a retargeted image i is the votes that it is preferred over
others. In the same image set, a subjective similarity vector
s =< s1 , . . . , s8 > can be formed. Higher si means better
quality of the method i.
On this databset, we employ the 10-fold cross-validation
method to evaluate our performance. The dataset is equally
divided into ten parts. Each time, one part is used for testing
and the rest are used for training the weights. The average
prediction accuracy is set as the performance measure. Without
considering saliency distribution, all the 37 image sets are
divided into ten parts. By incorporating saliency distribution
classification, 37 images are categorized into two classes by
their saliency distribution and each class is divided into ten
parts independently. In both cases, the trained weights for line
loss are relatively small compared to the other two because line
loss Eloss usually takes a much larger value as indicated by the
last section. The small weights compensate for different ranges
of the three measures and do not indicate the insignificance of
the measure.
After obtaining the overall quality index of the retargeted images, we form an objective distance vector o =<
o1 , . . . , o8 >. To compare s and o, we first sort them and rank
the indices according to the sorted order. Kendall τ distance is

P ERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT METRICS ON THE DATABASE
[6]
Metric

Mean

STD

p-value

BDS

0.083

0.268

0.017

BDW

0.046

0.181

0.867

EMD

0.251

0.272

1e-5

SIFT-Flow

0.145

0.262

0.031

IR-SSIM

0.363

0.271

1e-3

PGD+SLR

0.415

0.296

6e-10

Ours (w/o classification)

0.410

0.203

2e-6

Ours (w classification)

0.428

0.188

3e-12

applied to measure the degree of correlation between subjective
and objective rankings, which is defined in equation (8).
τ=

nc − nd
1
2 n(n − 1)

(8)

where n is the number of different retargeting algorithms and
here n = 8. Over all pairs of entries in the ranking, we
collect the concordant pairs, which our predicted ranks are in
accordance with subjective ranks in the retargeted image pair,
as well as the disconcordant pairs, which our predicted ranks
are inconsistent with subjective ranks. We denote the number
of concordant pairs as nc and the number of disconcordant
pairs as nd . This coefficient takes value from -1 to 1 and greater
values indicate higher correlation. An example is illustrated in
Figure 5. The trained parameters are wloss = 0.02, wart =
0.55 and wrot = 0.43. We first obtain objective indices Q,
as shown in the second row of each image. These indices are
sorted in ascending order to obtain its objective rank, provided
as the second component in the parentheses. These rankings
are compared to the subjective rankings, provided as the first
component in the parentheses. Comparing our predicted ranks

and subjective ranks, we can get nc = 24 and nd = 4, leading
to τ = 0.7143. In Table 1, we compare our assessment method
with 6 previous methods on the average and standard deviation
of the Kendall-τ coefficients on all 37 image sets. The methods
in comparison include four image distance metrics: BDS [7],
BDW [8], EMD [12] as well as SIFT-flow [11]; another two
methods we compared are based on alignment of pixels: IRSSIM [17] and PGD+SLR [18]. As illustrated in [6], the
distribution of τ coefficients has normal characteristics if we
randomly permute the rankings of 8 elements. Therefore we
use χ2 test against the null hypothesis that the observed
coefficients are randomly sampled from the τ distribution. A
small p-value means that we can reject the hypothesis and our
predicted ranks are not randomly chosen. According to the
table, our proposed method is comparable to existent methods
and outperforms most of them. By considering saliency layout,
the performance improves to some extent.
The four computational image distances do not capture
essential features and they are not appropriate in evaluating
retargeting quality. In contrast, two evaluation schemes by
incorporating image alignment achieve higher prediction accuracy because they describe how local regions are distorted.
Our method formulates the quality evaluation problem in terms
of mid-level line features and provides more details about the
retargeting process. Besides, the amount of line segments is
far less than the number of pixels. This simplifies the quality
evaluation scheme to some extent.
However, there are several cases when our proposed evaluation method failed. In 4 image sets, the alignment of lines
between images is not accurate. SIFT-flow fails in estimating
the real location of retargeted line segments and many segments are inadequately labeled as lost or artifacts. In addition,
we found that line rotation may be insufficient to depict shape
distortion when the original image contains many parallel lines.
The relative distance of adjacent parallel lines also matters
because it can indicate whether an object is over-squeezed.
Therefore, we will investigate accurate line segment alignment
and explore other line distortion measures in the future work.
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In this paper, we have proposed an image retargeting
quality assessment algorithm based on line distortion. The
transformation of line segments through retargeting can predict
retargeting quality. We define three quality relevant measures
to scrutinize line distortion: line loss, line artifact and line rotation. Experiments show that our objective quality assessment
of image retargeting correlates higher with human subjective
tests compared to other existent methods. Future work should
explore a more robust line segment alignment. Other line
distortion measures should also be studied.
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